WHAT?
WORKSHOP • I MODULE: OCTOBER - DECEMBER (11 MEETINGS)
The workshop provides the basic elements for a first approach to theater. Held in co-presence by the
actresses of the group Marzia D'Angeli and Martina Giampietri.
A path to explore the expressive possibilities of your body; the relationship with the space and with
the companions. We will work in relation to music and images. We will start from a basic work on
colors, the temperatures that they transmit, the music that can follow them and consequently the
movement that flows from them; addressing the topics in small steps, one meeting a time.
WORKSHOP • II MODULE: JANUARY - APRIL (14 MEETINGS)
The workshop uses the basic elements acquired during the first module to build a final outcome. Held
by the director of the group Simone Bevilacqua, in collaboration with the musician Domenico Pizzulo.
Registration is open to those who already have an advanced knowledge of the theater. The theme is
the unknown, the limit between darkness and light, liminality. Physical dramaturgy, stage
construction, rhythm, theatrical analysis, improvisation and collective editing will be performed
according to the director/actor relationship.
WORKSHOP • PERFORMATIVE SINGING WORKSHOP (25th of NOVEMBER)
The restlessness: sing the vastness with Giorgia Frisardi. A path that explores the voice and its
performative possibilities, along the path of imaginable primitive sounds, of the songs of the Mother
and the vivid energy released by the collective creation of sound and emotional atmospheres.
WHERE IS IT?
Fioravanti Auditorium
Via Greta Garbo, 11
HOW TO GET?
• Bus: 11, 87, 92
• Bike: there is a spacious cycle path that from the Matteotti Bridge (Central Station) leads to the hall!
Safe and supervised bike parking.
INFO & COSTS:
• The first module costs € 50 + € 5 registration fee. Payment is a one-off payment and guarantees
access to all meetings.
• The second module costs € 120 + € 5 registration fee. € 100 for those who have already attended the
first module.
• The workshop costs € 30 + € 5 for a minimum of 10 participants.
The registration is valid for the whole year and to follow all the courses of Teatro Ebasko.
Why are our prices so low? No, it is not synonymous with poor quality or poor professionalism. It is
because we set our daily group work as an act of communion and sharing, open to society. Obviously
we have the technical costs we face with these contributions.
For more info write or call:
info@teatroebasko.com
Marzia 3891059650

